**Wakerspace**

The Wake Forest University community makerspace has new and exciting in-person and virtual workshops open to staff members. For updates on new classes and events at the Wakerspace, join the mailing list and follow @wakerspace on Twitter and Instagram.

**Secrest Artist Series**

Proclaimed "a phenomenon" by the Los Angeles Times and "one of the best pianists of his generation" by the Philadelphia Inquirer, Canadian pianist Stewart Goodyear presents one of his signature works—his virtuosic transcription for solo piano of the complete Nutcracker ballet by Tchaikovsky. A special Secrest holiday concert! Free for WFU faculty, staff, and students.

Learn more at secrest.wfu.edu.

**Welcome Back Class of 2020**

The Class of 2020 had their spring semester cut short by the emergency restrictions COVID-19 brought, but we put together a commencement on the quad for all to remember.

**Reynolda Museum, Village, and Gardens**

Reynolda Museum, Village, and Gardens has a full fall and winter calendar of events open to WFU staff. Learn more and register for events here.
COVID-19 Boosters

Some people fully vaccinated with Pfizer or Moderna for 6 months or more and anyone 18+ who received the Johnson & Johnson vaccine at least 2 months ago can get a booster shot. While not required at this time, all eligible faculty and staff are encouraged to get a COVID-19 booster.

Check your eligibility with the NCDHHS booster eligibility tool.

Mandatory Flu Vaccine

Immunization against influenza is required for all faculty, staff, and students. Documentation or exemption requests must be submitted by December 15th, 2021. Please visit the Human Resources website and University's Mandatory Influenza Vaccine Policy for more information. To sign up for a WFU-Sponsored Flu Shot Clinic, visit the PDC website.

Benefits Guidebook

With another Benefits Enrollment period in the books, staff may be wondering what changes to expect in the 2022 calendar year. View the Benefits Guidebook for January 1 - December 31, 2022. Email askHR@wfu.edu or call (336) 758-4700 for benefits assistance.

Please submit questions and feedback to HR by using the HR Feedback Form or contact us directly by emailing askHR@wfu.edu.

Birthdays

October
10/03 Bridget Marrs
10/04 Jeffrey Davis
10/05 Doug Ecklund
10/07 Lisa Morgan
10/07 Derek Reece
10/08 Mark Mayberry
10/11 Jeff Rose
10/14 Mark Tilley
10/14 Immanuela Onocha
10/16 Jose Hernandez
10/16 Landon Burrow
10/18 Becky Wheelock
10/19 Crystal Cyrus-Sartin
10/24 Mario Rosas Nava
10/25 Adam Mitchell
10/25 Henri Slade
10/26 Dean Jarvis
10/26 Bill Kennard

November
11/03 Russell London
11/07 Quintonn Thompson
11/09 Sophie Wimberley
11/09 Willie Alexander
11/11 Pat Mazza
11/12 Diomaras Santos
11/12 Greg Ledbetter
11/14 Christopher Rose
11/17 Mark Shouse
11/18 Michelle Anderson
11/20 Gus Montes
11/22 Glenn Pruitt
11/28 Ana Marcial Gutierrez
11/28 Wayne Yates
11/29 James Shupe
11/29 Rasheka Handy
11/29 Phillip Hardy
11/29 Jeffrey Jessup

December
12/01 Karly Bruder
12/01 Eloisa Jacobo
12/03 Terry Miller
12/05 Edward Flowers
12/05 Dazsha Stewart
12/08 Armando Garduno Gomez
12/14 John Defere
12/15 Shari Lewis
12/15 James Rosdhal
12/18 Josh Bevill
12/18 Randall Beverly
12/19 Scott Frazier
12/21 Michelle Parks
12/24 Dede Honaker
12/25 Mark Beckerdite
12/27 Corissa Épperly
12/27 Silvia Santos
12/29 Sean Cox
12/29 Chris Wallace

Staff Changes

Judd Flowers - Team 1 Foreperson
Adam Tobin - Team 3 Foreperson
Jose Hernandez - Landscape Services

Service Milestones

5 Years
Kevin Badgett
Doug Ecklund
Matthew Gfeller

10 Years
Stephanie Poskin
Alan Winkler

25 Years
Eloisa Jacobo

30 Years
Dean Jarvis

Congratulations

Rob Hager for his new position as Fire Systems Specialist.

Mario Rosas Nava received the following scholarships to attend Forsyth Technical Community College.

L. GORDON, JR. AND JUNE D. PFERFEKORN SCHOLARSHIP
DANIEL BRADLEY BARROW SCHOLARSHIP
RJR ARCHER SCHOLARSHIP

For more information about Tuition Concession and other staff opportunities for continuing education, do not hesitate to contact Barbara Stephens-Macri at stephebe@wfu.edu.